
TRANSITS FOR FEB 18- MARCH 19TH

BEGINS FEBRUARY 18- 11:13 PM EST

This Pisces season, the Sun will illuminate Saturn in Pisces. This will
advance the mission of Saturn in Pisces, and its effects will be felt until 2026.

The cosmic energy is pushing us to explore the limitations we put on our
spiritual beliefs and evolution...what we are capable of. The last time we had

radical revolutions of knowledge and collection freedom, Pluto was in
Aquarius, and Saturn was in a water sign. This combo will push the boundaries

of what we believe the truth to be. 

This season will allow us to challenge how we have created walls or rules that
no longer align with our beliefs.

If you are 44-45 this year, be prepared for a significant change in your spiritual
growth. 

The Sun in Pisces will also help the upcoming (but already feeling) North Node
and Chiron conjunction. There is so much potential for liberation this year;

this season is a time to understand what that means for you. 

What are you liberating yourself from as we wrap up the astrological year? What
cords are you cutting to release old patterns or energy that inhibits your

transformation? 
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FEBRUARY 21 

MARS AND VENUS JOIN IN 6 DEGREES AQUARIUS. 
THIS OPPOSES THE ALMOST FULL MOON IN LEO, WHICH GIVES A PUSH FOR

ACTION WITH THIS TRANSIT. 
 

You know I love it when Mars and Venus join together! It is one of my favourite
cosmic energies to work with.

You will begin to feel this conjunction at the beginning of the Pisces season, which
will last for about a week afterward. There are a few things to do to take advantage
of this union, and one of them is calling in the union you desire. Mars and Venus are

the divine feminine and masculine uniting. 
You can use this for partnership or utilize it to heal the imbalance within yourself. 

In Aquarius, it will call for unity in the collective. 
Pray to the cosmic realms to bring down this energy on Earth, as it is so needed.

Pray for harmony, balance and release of suffering. 
Ask to know how to best move forward for a better future. 

The change always begins within. Capture this frequency of unification. 

FEB 23

MERCURY ENTERS PISCES

 Here we go!! Let the magic begin for the influential Pisceasn consciousness to be
fully expressed. 

Take advantage of this energy. The answers you're looking for can be easily
realized with this transit and will be with us for most of the season. 

Now, if you have an Air or Fire Sun or Moon, you will need to work on embodiment
as this energy has all the feels and can be overwhelming if you are not used to it.  

Connect your emotions to the higher consciousness that is swirling around you. All
your feelings are prompts, like flags pointing you in a direction. It can sometimes
feel uncomfortable, but I encourage you to sit with it for a while. The cosmic call to

action is to let the message be realized.

PISCES TRANSITS
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MERCURY IN PISCES CONT...

Each day this month, write down how you feel when you wake up and before you go
to sleep. This might feel natural for some of you, but try. 

How do I feel?
What does it feel like?
Where does the feeling reside in my body?
Why is it there?

Refrain from judging what comes to your awareness. If you can't answer the
questions, take some deep breaths and come back to it. Otherwise, there might also

be a possibility that the feeling/emotion is not yours (also very important to
understand)

FEB 24: FULL MOONFULL MOON IN 5 DEGREES VIRGO  7:28 AM

This one is POWERFUL and Aligns with so much, including a very fortunate astro
point. 

Check your inbox for a PODCAST on the Full Moon with a practice to capture
liberation!

FEB 28

THE SUN, MERCURY AND SATURN ALIGN IN 9 DEGREES PISCES

This day is a great illumination of the prompts I suggested in the intro.

There is nothing to do today except continue with the suggested practices and pay
attention if you feel your authority or sovereignty is challenged today.  

Are you the leader of your destiny and spiritual growth?



FEBRUARY 29 LEAP YEAR!!

One extra day of Piscian magic!
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MARCH 5 

CHIRON AND THE NORTH NODE 
17 DEGREES IN ARIES

This is a healing activation for the year, and it is very rare! This transit also has a
specific connection to the Solar Eclispe in April.

The last time the North Node was in Aries was 2004-2006, but Chiron was
separate from the cosmic story.

We are in a time of understanding how much other people have influenced who
we are, what we think, what we believe is meant for us and how these core

beliefs have ruled our lives. 

If you have spent your life pleasing others, this is an activation from the master
healer himself to change. 

Choose yourself and call the pieces of yourself scattered all over the place back
to you. 

To reclaim you. 

If your natal Chiron is in Aries or your Moon, this will be an essential time for you.
Not many get this opportunity.  It will also help any planetary placements in Aries

in your chart. 

Treat yourself today with whatever you love, need, or want. 
Make the day about you. 
What would make you feel more empowered in your truth? 
What action can you take to reclaim your power? 
Sekhmet is here to help. If you are ready, call her in. 
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MARCH 8 

MERCURY AND NEPTUNE ALIGN IN PISCES AT 27 DEGREES

Today is a day to practice your intuitive skills. It is also a great day to dream, so keep a
journal by your bed at night, and upon waking, write down whatever comes.

Follow the intuitive nudges you get. Say the thing that maybe you feel but makes you a bit
nervous.  

MARCH 10 

NEW MOON IN 20 DEGREES OF PISCES

JOIN ME LIVE ON SUN THE 10TH AT 9 AM EST
ZOOM LINK WILL BE PROVIDED THE NIGHT BEFORE

**I WILL DO THREE MINI-MOON READINGS, A NEW MOON FORECAST, AND A RITUAL.

MARCH 12 

VENUS IN PISCES, TRINE VESTA

I love Venus in Pisces. Piecse is already such a romantic sign, and to have Venus join us now
is a blessing. Find ways to bring beauty into your life. If you have a romantic partner, this is a

time to co-create love and support in your relationship. This is also a beautiful time to co-
create with the universe or source. 

Follow the beat of your heart. Pisces is all about a feeling, and Venus is here to amplify what
you want, desire and long for. 

The feeling of holy longing exists for a reason. It is because it is meant for you. Keep
pursuing what you dream for yourself. 

Use this energy to connect with its frequency and call it in. 

Venus is supported by Vesta, the goddess of the hearth and home, responsible for keeping
the sacred flame of life burning. She can also be the energy usually apparent at endings

(Pisces) when the flame of life it has supported is extinguished, but this can also include a
cycle. 

In Gemini, She asks us to find a new way to network, communicate, and exchange
information, particularly at work. Venus will help you express your emotions. If you are a
writer or speaker, this is a great time to take advantage of this cosmic energy. If you are

searching for your partner, use this as a sign to try something new. 
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MARCH 17 

SUN AND NEPTUNE IN 27 DEGREES OF PISCES
SQUARE THE MOON IN GEMINI

This transit is right over my Sun sign. I plan to see Mama Tefnut (the sphinx) this day and
then go to one of the Coptic churches with a Mother Mary connection...  as in she was there.

Yes, Egypt is FULL of ancient stories that are way beyond what we are told! 

Neptune has been in Pisces since 2012, and we are in its final moments before entering
Aries. As the cosmos opens up to the great awakening energy in April, Neptune will be in a

place of finalizing its mission. 

This could feel like a lot, especially with the square to the Moon in Gemini.  

Believe what you feel, vision, or download. 

This is why I am going to specific places in Egypt. I am researching the divine feminine and
holy women in our history, but the saddest part is that most information has been destroyed
or hidden. However, the frequency still exists; we must be a conduit for it to land. Even if it's

a clue to find something more tangible for the answer you seek. 

Today, go to a sacred place and connect with its energy and information.

MARCH 19
 

LAST DAY OF THE ASTRO YEAR.
STAY TUNED FOR THIS!


